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TWONEWPORTABLESURVEYISSTRIJIENTS: THE FIELD PIIOSWICHDETECXORANDTHE WEEPEE WEE

by

C. John Umbarger and Michael A. Wolf

Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory

ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

The first

As part of a continuing program to upgrade the health
physics survey instrumentation at Los Alamos, we have
recently developed two new portable instruments. The
first is a fully portable phoswich detector for low
energy photons from small amounts of plutonium and
americium in the field. The instrment has a back-
ground that is 2-3 times lower than an equivalent thin
NaI detector. The instmment features an aural popper,
analogue rate meter, and timer/scaler with liquid
crystal display. The second instnment, called the
‘Wee Pee Wee,” is an alpha air proportional probe
with complete electronics and readout package mounted
on the probe itself. The entire package has a mass
of 0.66 kg (1.45 lb) and is carried and operated in
one hand. For monitoring shoes and other places where
it is difficult to read the count-rate meter, the
meter is made detachable for clipping to a shirt
pocket, etc. An audio popper, range scales to 100 K
cpm, and visual checks for high voltage and battery
levels are also included.

part of this paper describes the design of battery powered
electronics to-allow a phoswich detector to operate-as a true portable field
survey in~trument. In the second part of this paper we describg the design of
the “Wee Pee Wee,” which is based on new miniaturized electronics coupled to a
standard alpha air proportional probe for the monitoring of alnha contaminated .
surfaces. The miniaturized electronics, which are directly applicable to other
types of detectors, allow a significant advance in portable instrumentation
where size, weight, and battery life are paramount.

I. The Field Phoswich Detector

A. Background

For some time the standard instrument far detc ion of low energy photon
ffemitters in tho field has been the FIDLER detector , a thin, large area (126 cm2),

NaI(Tl) detector with portable electronics. However, Compton events from
high energy photons are one major source of detector backgrounds and place
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a lower limit on the detectability of tme low energy events. A opular
way of reducing this bat-ground is the use of a phoswich crystal

!
*Y and pulse

shape analysis (PSA)(3-4 . This technique not only reduces Compton backgrounds,
“~t reduces phototube noise as wellS). Such systems have been used in the
laboratory for such diverse measurements as small sample counting and in-vivo

chest monitoring.

We began operating two truck-based phoswich monitoring systems6~ at Los
Alamos two years ago for finld survey use. The systems have operated very
reliably in all extremes of weather conditions and have proved theii$elves *,- ,“ -“.
superior to the field FIDLER in detection limits. Their one drawback, however,
was their dependence on the trucks via a long (30m) umbilical cord. The
phoswich instrument described here operates independently of the trucks and is
fully portable.

B. Phoswkh Detector Characteristics

The physical design for the phoswich
shown in Fig. 1. As show in the figure,

detector (consnercially available] is
the phoswich is composed of two

different scintillators coupled (one upon the other) to a single photomultiplier
tube (pMT]. ‘Ilte two crystals have sufficiently different phosphor decay times
to allow the spatial origin of the photon interaction to be determined using
PSA. Hence, it is possible to differentiate between desired low energy photons
that stop only in the thin front crystal and those geumnarays, though similar
in energy, that interact through otherprocesses (such as Compton scattering)
and deposit energy in both crystals. The detectors used in this work have a
front 1 mmthick NaI(Tlt] and a back 38 mmthick CsI(Na). The crystals have
a 96 x 96 mmsquare face. The ph phor decay times for the front and back
crystals are 0.23 MS and 0.63 US,Yf respectively. Shown in Fig. 2A are the
pulse shapes from the two different crystals. These pulses are then amplified
and shaped by an integrating preamplifier giving the pulse qhapes shown in
Fig. 2B. It is this difference in shape that is sensed electronically and
used for event discrimination and, hence, background reduction.

c. Phoswich Electronics: General Descripticm

The major problem in implementing the phoswich for field work was the
replacement of the large amount of laboratory electronics normally used6~8-13~
for this purpose. Besides miniaturizing the electronics package, the system
also had to be made rugged for typical field conditions and have low power
consumption.

The puise a alysis method chosen is basically the same as that used in
Ythe ORTEC45814 , which measures the fall time of an input pulse from a

shaping amplifier. However, the electronics in this design are original.
Fig. 3 is the block diagram for the instrument; The basic method of pulse
shape analysis is to shape the linear pulses with a simple delay line
amplifier, catch the peak value in a pulse stretcher, a.tenuate this voltage
to 90% and 10%, then compare these voltages with the decay time of tho linear
puIse which has been sligh.ly delayed to allow for circuit delays and settling
times. The result is a logic pulse whose width is equal to he fall time of

9!. This pulse isthe shaped linear pulse (rise time of the integrated pulse)
feo to a time-to-amplitude converter (TAC) and converted to a pulse whose
height is dotcrmined by the origincl decay time. This TAC pulse, as well as
the linear pulse, is analyzed by single channel analyzer (SCA) windows. The
SCA outputs are “anded,” so if a pulse meets both wil~dows, a 10 ic pulse is

15Ym The pOpper=-=+ +m CI●emlerttimer. a 10R rate meter, and an aural popper
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emits a “squeak” for each true NaI event with the frequency or pitch of
the squeak a function of the mrerage count rate, hence facilitating
qualitative surveys without constant reliance on the count rate meter.
The details of all of the electronics contained in Fig. 3 have been reported

elsewhere16).

D. Phoswich Physical Arrangement

The phoswich field survey instrument is shown in Fig. 4. The entire
instrument has amass of 8.8 kg. The detector package itself has amass of
4.4 kg,’mostly due to the phoswich detector. The remaining electronics are
split between the front and back of the operator. The rate meter and timer/
scaler package is located in front as shown in Fig. 4. The battery pack and

main electronics are carried in the backpack. The four component packages
of the system are shown in Fig. 5. The battery pack is on the extreme right
while I:he main electronics package is on the extreme left. The readout module
and detector packages are”in the middle. Shown on the main electronics package
are calibration controls for the TAC and energy S-A’S as well as the phototubo
high voltage. Signal output connectors are al~o provided for sienal monitoring.
The detector package can be lowered, via a longer detector - backpack cable,
into deep holes and ditches while still being monitored from the surface
since the readout module stays with the operator.

E. Phoswich Performance

The instrument is easy to calibrate and adjust in the field using the
different signal outputs available to the user. If a portable oscilloscope

or, better yet, a field pulse height analyzer (PHA) is connected to the
gated TAC output, a full time spectrum (counts vs time) can be collected.
Fig. 6 shows such a spectrum from a 24iAm source which emits only low energy
photons. The regions characteristic to the NaI and CSI crystals are indicated.
For field surveys of low energy photon emitters, the NaI region is selected
via a ‘FACsingle channel analyzer. Fig. 7 shows the gated linear energy
output from the same 2q1Am source. Here the spectrum displays counts vs
photon energy. The two main photon energy regions of 241h are clea=ly
indicated. To select any particular energy region, the energy single channel
analyzer is adjusted while monitoring this output. Because of the added TAC
electronics, the phoswich sensitivity is reduced ~11% compared to an
equivalent FIDLER.

The instrument has been tested for sensitivity variations as a function
of tomperaturem Between 0-40 degrees centigrade, the main limitation is the
detector itself. The measured gain changes followed very closely those
known7) for the scintillator crystals. Nith the instrument calibrated at
25°C, a variation of tlS°C produced less than a 25$ change in sensitivity.
This includes the temperature effect on the batteries and regulated power
supply . Battery life is approximately 16 hours. The ’’gel cel’’batterie~
can be completely recharged overnight. The charger is included in the system.

Background count rates for the field phoswich system are reduced
significantly compared to a comparable thin NaI system. Table 1 shows
typical backgrounds for the two systems, both totally unshielded. As shown,
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the improvement over the FIDLER is %2.6 in the energy region 7-70 keV. The
actual reduction depends on the energy region chosen. The FIDLER”used in the
comparison was somewhat thicker (1.6 mmvs 1.0 mm) than the NaI section used
in the phoswich. This would add some extra background to the FIDLER spectrum.
However, the FIDLER had a much thicker quartz light-pipe (5 cm vs 3 mm) than
the phoswich. Also, NIN electronics were used on the FIDLER as opposed to
portable instrumentation. Bo?-h of these factors would favor the FIDLERG
Therefore, we feel the comparison is valid.

,

Table 2 shows that the detection limit of the field phoswich is a function
of ❑any variables. In a field search mode, where we feel we can detect an
added signal equal to =ea background, we can detect activity approximately
2-3 times lower (better) than a comparable field FIDLER. Por typical Los
~o~l~ils, we can detect *1 nCi/g soil for 239Pu and less than 0.1 nCi/g

. Using the timer/scaler and long counting times, we can now work
at the 3U level, or similar, of background. In this instance the detection
limits improve dramatically.

Since July 1977, the field phoswich has been used extensively in routine
surveys at Los Alamos. The continued field use has pointed out several
modifications that were needed to improve the ruggedness of the instrument.
Most of these involved the packaging of the system for weather tightness
and shock mounting. The system has proved reliable in all types of field and
weather conditions.

II. The Wec Pee Wee

A. Detector

The common alpha air proportional probe is commercially available and is
routinely refurbished at Los Alamos as necessary (e.g., electrodes restrung,
mylar cover window replaced, etc.). The probe has a surfacls dimension of
approximately 23 x S cm with an active area of %70 cm2. The intrinsic
counting efficiency of the probe is approximately 33%. The electronics,
described below, a:e general in nature and are applicable to other detector
types commonly found in portable survey instrumentation.

B. Electronics

The electronics, shown schematically in Fig. 8, utilizes hybrid
circuitry developed in the Electronic Division at Los Ahmos. It iS thb
hybrid circuit thatis responsible for the small size of the electronic
package as well as its lower power consumption. The hybrid circuit contains
the components shown wit~n the box in Fig. 8. The high voltage supply is
efficient for low power applications and combines an inverter driven
by a separate oscillator (U4A in Fig. 8), avoltage multiplier, and a high impedence
feedback circuit to regulate the output. The separate oscillator enables
the frequency and duty cycle of the high voltage drive waveform to be
varied for most efficient operation. The input amplifier is a conventional
charge sensitive PET circuit followed~by a low power operational amplifier
(MA] . A low power camparitor (U2) with %djustable threshold acts ns a
discriminator and shaper. This drives two one-shot multivibrators (LG), one with
its pulse width adjustable by the range switch and serving as the ratemeter.
The three ranges are 1 K, 10 K, and 100 K cpm. The second “one-shot” gates
a CMOSoscillator (U4B) which drives a ceramic transducer acting as an
audible beeper for each count. A meter ~witch selects either one of the
+hree ranges, relative probe high voltage, or relative battery voltage. An. . . --- .-. _- ~..t.... I- mwmrad b a sinnle S.6 volt1
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and draws approximately 5 ma. Battery life is 100 hours
much longer with intermittent use.

c. Physical Arrangement and Performance

The entire instmment has a weight of 0.66 kg and is carried and operated
in one hand. Probe changes in the field are easy and take only a few
seconds and no tools. The probe is held to the electronics package with three
spring flanges and our standard Series “C” connector that mates, with a light
press fit, with i~s female counterpart (without the locking ring) located
in the ~ttom of the electronics case. As shown in Fig. 9, the instrument
has a .etachable meter on a coiled miniture “phone” cable for use when the
probe is placed in positions such that the normal meter position is difficult
to see. ‘1’hemetor s,~aps into the end of the electronics case and is also
easily removed without tools. The calibration pots are located under panel
holes for ease of calibration. Our latest prototype, not shown in Fig. 9,
has these calibration ports located behind the removable meter in order to
improve weather tightness. A separate battery compartment located on the back
of the electronics package is easily opened by the removal of two screws.
If a NiCd battery were used instead of the mercury battery, an external
battery charger could be included. We feel this is not necessary with the
100 hour continuous-use battery life of the mercurycell.
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FIGURECAPTIONS

FIG. 1.

FIG. 2.

FIG. 3.

FIG. 4.

FIG. 5.

FIG. 6.

FIG. 7.

FIG. 8.

FIG. 9.

Physical arrangement for typical phus~ich detector).

A. NaI(T2) and CsI(Na) light output shapes.

B. Same output pulses from preamplifier.

Electronic block diagram for the field phoswich system. The
circled numbers refer to pulse shapes described in Ref. 16.

Field phoswich instrument in use, Readout and controls are worn
on the operator’s chest. Calibration controls are housed in a
module in the backpack along with the batteries.

Components of the field phoswich system, from left to right;
(1) main electronics package showing calibration pots and
signal output connectors; (2) data read out modual showing
rate meter and covered liquid crystal display for timer/scaler;
(3j phoswich detector package; (4) battery pack.

Pulse height analyzer spectrum of the phoswich TAC output from
a 241AIIIsource. The NaI and CSI regions are labeled. The time
axis is only relative.

Pulse hei ht analyzer spectrum of the phoswich gated linear energy output
from the !& source* The energy axis is in key.

Wee Pee Wee electronics schematic. )

Wee Pee Wee alpha survey instrument with meter detached from
the case.
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TABLEL TYPICALBACKGROUNDCOUNTRATESFOR UNWELDED FIDLERANDPHOSHICtlDHECTORS
.

ENERGYREGION FIDLERPBACKGROUND PtlOSWCHBBACKGROUND REIATIVE(FIILER/PHOSWICH)
(KEV) (cPM/cM*) (cpM/cM2) “ BACKGROUNDS

12-29 3.5 1.4 2s

12-40 5.9 2,6 2,3

51-70 10,6 3,8 2.8

7-70 20,8 8.0 2,6
.

‘FIDLER:1.6MM x 127MM DIA NAI(TO;(),25M (10MIL) “BE MNDOW,

‘f%OSWICH : LOMMX96MMX96MMNAI(T0 AND38MM THICKCSI(NA);
0.25MM (M MIL) BE WINDOW.
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TABLE2, FIELDPHOSWICHDETECTIONLIMITS

llETECtION LIMIT (D) = F{ ISOTOPE, S~PLE MATRIX, ENERGY WINDOW, DETECTOR.

CHARACTERISTICS, AREA BACKGROUND, AND SAMPLINGTIME}

A. FIELD SEARCH MODE

1. DDEFINED 8SIGNAL = BACKGROUND,

2, THEREFORE,D(PHOSWICH)

3. FOR TYPICAL Los ALAMOS

@.3 LOWER “(BETT~R)THAN l)(~IDLER)~

SOILS, D(PHOSWICH)slNCI/G, 23gPu

S (),1 N(h/G, 241AM

B, TIMER/SCALER MODE

1, D DEFINED iJ %. ETC,, OF BACKGROUND.

2, THUS D 4NCI/G, 239Pu ETC,
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